
 

MR ANTELO CORBETTA´S INTERVIEW  
 

WILLIAM HAS A BIG TECHNICAL POTENTIAL AND A GREAT FUTURE IN THE FORMULA 
RACING. 
 

The journalist Mariano Oucinde talked with Corbetta Competizioni's owner about his 
perception of the colombian driver William Barbosa Gomez. 
Listening to Mr Corbetta, owner of the homonym team Corbetta Competizioni in the Euro F3 
Open, it is important, because he have had in his team champions: Gigi Ferrara, Mirko 
Bortolotty and Alex Fontana. When he talks about the driver born in Villavicencio, his eyes 
get brighter. 
The biggest virtue he sees on William is his technical sensibility he has to interpretthe single-
seater and the changes in its behavior, besides his discipline to work hard together with the 
team in a racing weekend. 
 

M.O. What was your impression when you met him for first time? 

A.C. When he drove the car for first time, he quickly got used to it, i have just seen this in few 
drivers, he really has got talent for this. He also "uses his head", he thinks, reflects and is very 
sensible with the car. That will give him a chance to "grow" quickly in his racing career. 



 

M.O. How does he behave? 

A.C. He is a very polite boy, he uses few words but in a precise way. In his almost first 
experience he wants to win but he listen carefully the instructions, analyse  and do 
everything he has been told and taught, then he improves quickly. 
 

M.O. The biggest virtue? 

A.C. A great respect to the car's mechanics, great sensibility and technical knowledge, then 
he surprised me the racing weekend at Montmelo, because he kept calmed, he worked with a 
clear target, progress and gain experience, finish both races, his progress has been fantastic in 
qualification and in race he has determination and is fast. 
 

M.O. How do you see William's future? 

A.C. He will do it well, he has a big technical and sport potential, young, respectful, i hope to 
be able to work with him the next year, get great results. He know what he wants and he 
always try to improve. He is in the right place in the right moment, he has a big potential. 
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